Abshuct-A new three phase pulse-width modulation algorithm is presented which is optimal in the following ways: produces the maximum line-to-line output voltage for a given dc bus voltage without ovemmdulation; allows full output voltage control from 0 to 100%; and "izes the theoretical lowest order harmonic frequency while '..in g the number of switcbings per fundamental cycle. The optimal algorithm is ampared with two currently used PWM methods.
I. INTRODUCTION
A 125 kVA inverter which implements a new optimal pulsewidth modulation 0 algorithm has been built and tested. The primary design parameters of the inverter are minimization of the harmonic frequency content of the ac output voltage, minimization of the switching kquency, maximization of the ratio of ac output voltage to dc bus voltage, zero to 100% output voltage amplitude control, and variable frequency control. The inverter uses an effective 7.2 kHz switching frequency. Due to the switching frequency and the requirement of constant volts/hertz control over the entire voltage amplitude range, the design A new three phase pulsewidth modulation algorithm is advanced which is optimal in the following ways: produces the maximum lineto-line output voltage for a given dc bus voltage without overmodulation; allows full output voltage control ftom 0 to 100%; and maximizes the theoretical lowest order harmonic frequency while minimizing the number of switchings per fundamental cycle.
A full analytic development of the optimal algorithm is presented for a six-switch inverter bridge. The optimal algorithm is compared with two currently used PWM methods. Actual implementation of the 125 kVA inverter to produce a multi-level high performance PWM output is detailed. Experimental and simulation results of the inverter for various load conditions are provided. Fig. 1 shows a six-switch inverter bridge with threephase output. Each pair of switches operates in a PWM switching mode, developing one of the three-phase outputs. The maximum line to line output from the circuit depicted in Fig. 1 The minimum fundamental line to line voltage from (lb) is 1.103E. The maximum fundamental line to line voltage from (lb) is 1.780E. The fundamental voltage is not controllable from 0 to 100% and the maximum line to line output is less than 2E. Finally, MSPWM is sub-optimal because it does not maximize the theoretical lowest order harmonic firequency while minimizing the number of switchings per fundamental cycle. E!quation (la) shows that the odd non-hiplen harmonic components will not be zero.
A. Desired Churactenstics
The objective is to develop a phase voltage modulating refmce wave which generates a lineto-line PWM pattern that is optimal m the following ways:
produces the maximum line to line output voltage from the circuit in Fig. 1 
(2E) without overmodulation (MS1).
Maximizes the lowest order harmonic number consistent with reduced switching losses. Allows output voltage control from 0 to 100%.
The first and third characteristics can be realized by defining the resultant line-to-line reference to be a sinusoid with Vpd = 2ME. This will result in a maximum output at M = 1 of 2E that is controllable from 0 to 100 percent by varying M from 0 to 1.
The second characteristic implies striking a balance between: 1) increased switching rate which increases the lowest order harmonic number and 2) decreased switching losses which drives fc to a lower frequency. Clamping for one-third of each cycle is the optimal quantity to clamp each phase voltage. Note that if all the phases were clamped for more that one-third of a cycle, then two or more phases would be clamped simultaneously. Since it takes two of the three phases to defme the three voltages, then control is not possible during the time when two phases are simulm~usly clamped.
B. Algorithm Development
The Optimal SPWM (OSPWM) algorithm is developed based upon two concepts.
1. The line to line reference wave is defined as an ideal sinusoid.
2. Each phase voltage is clamped to either +E or -E for onethird of each half-cycle.
Note that if (2) Over the next 60" interval (from 60" to 120"). VA is clamped at +E. The r e d d e r of the waveform is defmed by noting it has quarter-wave, half-wave, and odd symmetry. Fig. 3 shows the phase A modulating waveform.
To summarhe, the optimal reference wave over the first quarter-cycle is 
At n=l, the above formulation is not defined. To determine the expression for the fundamental (n=l) component, the following derivation is used:
=1.1547EM (9)
The Fourier coefficients forf,(wf) are found by noting that f,(wf) is a s q m w a v e at three times the fundamental frerluency. It consists of an infmite number of odd rriplen harmonics starting at three times the fundamental. Thus, the only harmonics are odd-rriplens which will be eliminated when the lineto-line voltage is generated (due to the balanced, three-phase system symmetry). The optimal reference defined by (5), then, 
IV. IMPLEMENTATION OF 125 KVA IrJvERTER
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Unlike the three-phase PWM bridge inverter depicted in Fig. 1 , which uses one-half bridge per phase, the actual implementation uses four half-bridges per phase. This circuit is shown in Fig. 4 Each individual half-bridge switching pattern is based on comparison of the reference given by (5) with a trianglewave carrier. A triangle-carrier with five triangles per 60" interval, or thirty per full cycle, is utilized. Therefore, in each 60" interval, the half-bridge is switched on and off five times for a total of twenty switchings per full base cycle (no switching occurs during the intervals from 60" to 120" or 240" to 300"). The switching pattems for P W 1 and PWM2 are complementary in that the reference is shifted 180". The same is true for PWM3 and P W 4 . The carrier waves, however, are shifted 90" between P W 1 and P W 3 , and PWM2 and PWM4. Fig.5 (a) depicts switching pattems P W l through PWM4, and Fig. 50) shows the resulting PWM pattem on the secondary of the isolation transformer.
Assuming exact precision in copying the reference wave 
take on values of BE. Hence, the fundamental components on each primary are twice as large as the six-switch circuit fundamental. The total primary voltage value is:
The increase by a factor of two is due to the difference between the six-switch inverter shown in Fig. 1 and the actual circuit depicted in Fig. 4 . In the six-switch inverter,
The value of the line to line output of the power module is:
In this section selected results are verified experimentally on the 125 kVA inverter described in Section IV. For this application, the dc link voltage is 2E = 400V. 
VI. CONCLUSIONS
In this paper, a new optimal three-phase PWM algorithm implemented in a 125 kVA power converter was presented. The algorithm development demonstrated the optimization of maximum line to line output voltage, 100% output voltage control, and maximum lowest order harmonic consistent with reduced switching losses.
A high fidelity PWM voltage waveform is generated with the OSPWM algorithm and the multi-level inverter design. Experimental results were presented of the actual 125 kVA inverter. Performance comparisons were shown between the proposed PWM technique and more conventional PWM methods.
On-going WO& involves scaling the inverter design up to 0.5 MW. 
